
Approved

by Order ofthe Director of
"Dzengi Com" CJSC No. 3-O[ dated 03.01.2024

Terms ofthe promotional campaign
"Invite a friend and get a bonus for both of you"

l. The organizer ofthe promotional campaign "Invite a friend - and get a
bonus for both of you" (hereinafter referred to as the "Promotional Campaign") is
"Dzengi Com" Closed Joint-Stock Company (hereinafter referred to as the
"Organizer"), registered in the Republic of Belarus under nunber 193130368,
having it legal address at: Republic of Belarus, 220030 Minsk, 36-1
Intematsionalnaya str., office 624, roorn 15.

2. Purpose ofthe Promotional Campaign.
2.1. Purpose ofthe Promotional Campaign is to stimulate the long-tem use

of the cryptoplatform (trading platform) "Dzengi.com" and the mobile application
"Dzengi.com Exchange" (ard its "clone" - the mobile application "Dzengi.com -
Easy Investing") in the form ofversions ofthis software (hereinafter refered to as

the "Cryptoplatforrn") used by the Organizer's clients, as well as to increase the
loyalty of the Organizer's clients.

2.2. The Promotional Carnpaign is not a promotional (incentive) game. The
Promotional Campaign is carried out by the Organizer at its own expense.

3. The start and end dates ofthe Promotional Campaign.
3.1. The start date of the Promotional Campaign is January 31,2024, and

the end date ofthe Promotional Campaign is December 14, 2024.
3.2. The Organizer has the right to terminate (cancel) the Promotional

Campaign ahead of time at its own unilateral discretion. The Organizer's decision
on early termination (cancellation) ofthe Promotional Campaign will not apply ro
the pafticipants who have fulfilled its terms ard conditions prior to the early
termination of the Promotional Campaign.

3.3. The Organizer has the right to extend the duration ofthe Promotional
Campaign at its own unilateral discretion for any period of time.

4. Conditions under which a person becomes a participant of the
Promotional Caurpaign.

4.1. A participant ofthe Promotional Campaign has to be registered (has to
create an Account) on the Cryptoplatform (hereinafter refened to as the "Account"),
as well as to r.mdergo the verification procedure on the Cryptoplatform in accordance
with the established procedure, and also be a client of the Organizer (hereinafter
referred to as the "Inviting Client").

4.2. Unless otherwise provided by the Orgallizer, only
who are individuals and who meet the requirements for
specified in section 4 ofthe Terms of Use ofthe
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other softwaxe and website can become the participants of the Promotional
Campaign, provided however that such an individual has not previously (before the
start of the Promotional Campaign) created an Account on the Cryptoplatform,
including under a diflerent name or different identitl data.

4.3. The Organizer's clients have to comply with these Terms of the
Promotional Campaign, use the rights granted to them to pafiicipate in the
Promotional Campaign in good faith and reasonably based on the objectives of the
Pron.rotional Campaign, and not to abuse these Terms ofthe Promotional Campaign
and the right to participate in the Promotional Campaign.

4.4. The Oryanrzer's clients pafiicipate in the Promotional Campaign at their
own will ar.rd discretion, without any assignment from the Organizer.

4.5. The Organizer's clients who have a citizenship (residency) other than
the citizenship (residency) of the Republic of Belarus, as well as persons who ale
outside the Republic ofBelarus, cannot participate in the Promotional Campaign.

5. Terms ofthe Promotional Campaign.
5.1. The Organizer provides each Inviting Client with referral links tbrough

their Accounts on the Cryptoplatforn. These links are intended to be sent by the
Inviting Clients to the persons invited by them to use the Cryptoplatfolm, who did
not have the Accor.rnts on the Cryptoplatfom before such referal links had been
sent to them,

If such persons use a refen'al link when registering (creating an Accor.mt) on
the Cryptoplatform, they will be qualified as persons invited by the Inviting Client
(hereinafter referred to as the "Invited Person").

The inviting Client and the Invited Persons receive gifts from the Organizers
(the word "bonus" car also be used in the meaning of the gift) if the conditions
described below are met.

5.2. The bonus specified in this sub-clause will be credited to the Inviting
Client by the Organizer ifthe following conditions are met (in addition to the othef
conditions stipulated by these Rules):

- The Inviting Client has to be registered (has 10 create an Account) on
the cryptoplatfom (trading platform) "Dzengi.com", be a client olthe Organizer'
and perfolm at least I transaction in the "Trading" or "Leveraged Trading" mode on
the Cryptoplatfom from the moment ofthe account creation;

- The Inviting Client has to send the referral link to persons who did not
have Accounts on the Cryptoplatform before such referral links had been sent to
them;

- The Invited Person has to register (create an Account) on the
Cryptoplatform for the first time;

- When the Invited Person has successfully completed the process of
creating an Account on the Cryptoplatfom, the Invited Person should, no later than
30 days fi'om the moment of creating the account, deposit funds to the created
account in any prescribed way, and perform at least 1 other transactio-n on the
Cryptoplatform in the "Trading" or "Lcvcraged Trading" mode; ..1 : 
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- The Inviting Client should go to the "Referals" section of the
Cryptoplatform to receive the bonus and, using the functionality of this section,
receives the conesponding Bonus; if there are technical difficulties with obtaining
the Bonus, the Inviting Client should contact the support service, including by e-

mail support@dzengi.com.
Ifthe above conditions are met, the corresponding Inviting Client receives the

following identical bonus: a token which value does not exceed 100 USD.cx
(USD.cx is a token representing curency - US dollars, created and allocated by the
Orga:.rizer).

5.3. The bonus specified in this sub-clause will be credited to the Invited
Person by the Organizer if the following conditions are met (in addition to the other
conditions stipulated by these Rules):

- The Invited Person should use the referral link received from the
Inviting Client when registering (creating ar Account) on the Cryptoplatforrn;

- The Invited Person has to register (create an Account) on the
Cryptoplatform for the first time and become a client ofthe Organizer;

- When the Invited Person has successfully completed the process of
creating an Account on the Cryptoplatfom, the Invited Person should, no later than
30 days from the moment of creating the account, deposit funds to the created
account in any of the ways provided for by the agreement concluded by the
Organizer with such person, and perform at least I other transaction on the
Cryptoplatform in the "Trading" or "Leveraged Trading" mode;

- The Invited Person should go to the "Referrals" section of the
Cryptoplatform to receive the bonus and, using the functionality of this section,
receives the coresponding Bonus; if there are technical difficulties with obtaining
the Bonus, the Inviting Client should contact the support service, including by e-

mail suppon@dzengi.com,
If the above conditions are met, the corresponding Inviting Person receives

the following identical bonus: a token which value does not exceed 100 USD.cx
(USD.cx is a token representing cunency - US dollars, created and allocated by the
Organizer).

5.4. When sending the refenal links, the Orgalizer's clients undertake to
comply with the legislation of the Republic of Belarus and the acts of the
Supervisory Board of the Hi-Tech Park (Republic of Belarus), as well as the
legislation ofthe jurisdiction where the referral links are distributed.

6. Gifts for fulfilling the tertrs ofthe Promotional Campaign.
6.1. For the purposes ofthese Terms, a "bonus" means transfening by the

Organizer of the ownership to tokens on a gratuitous and irrevocable basis to the
Inviting Client and/or the Invited Person in accordance with these Terms of the
Promotional Campaign.

6.2. The ownership to tokens plovided for in clause 6.1. is transferred by
the Organizer by qediting the corresponding number oftokens to the Agggxnts on
the Cryptoplatform ofthe Organizer's clients by adding (re eF'+1}F of''(r:ift';;*;"
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tokens, the ownership ofwhich is transfened, to the nun.rber oftokens of the relevant
type accounted for such Clients on their Accounts on the Cryptoplatform.

7. Other terms of the Promotional Campaign.
7.1. The price (value.1 of tokens (including for the purposes of expressing

the price (value) of some tokens in the prices (values) of other tokens) is determined
by the Organizer independently at its own discretion.

7.2. If, in accordance with the legislation, the Organizer is obliged to withhold
tax from income received by the Inviting Client or the Invited Person in accordance
with these Terms of the Promotional Campaign, and transfer such tax to the state
budget, then the relevant incorre will be transferred to the Inviting Client or the
Invited Person less the specified tax.

7.3. These Terms of the Promotional Campaign may be changed or
teminated, and the Promotional Can.rpaign may be terminated (extended) at any
tin.re by the Organizers at their own unilateral discretion.

7 .4. The Organrzer has the right to bax the Inviting Client or the Invited Person
from participating in the Promotional Campaign or suspend their parlicipation in the
Promotional Campaign, if the above-mentioned persons abuse the tenns of the
Promotional Campaign. Abuse of the terms of the Promotional Campaign is
understood as performing an action specified in clause 7.5 ofthese Rules, as well as

performing by the Inviting Clienl or the Invited Person of any actions that, in the
subjective opinion of the Organizer, do not make reasonable sense, contradict the
objectiVes of the Promotional Catrpaign and entail the receipt of unreasonable
benehts by the above-mentioned persons, including those based on technical and/or
organizationa.l features and/or terms ofthe Promotional Campaign.

7.5. The Inviting Client does not have the right to place an invitation code
(refenal link) in search engines for branded search queries and queries similar to
them. From the morrent ofdetecting such violation ofthis provision, the Organizer
has the right not to record in the name ofthe Inviting Client the Invited persons who
have registered (have created Accounts) on the Cryptoplatform by the invitation
code (referral link) placed (hosted) in the specihed systems (and, accordingly, not to
provide gifts to these persons).
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